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Scaling with impact
Major societal challenges also present opportunities for entrepreneurial innovation and
organizational growth with positive societal impact. ScaleUpNation studied success factors that
help young innovative companies to scale their social impact. These are: competitive impact
edge, innovate for impact, foster a tribe aiming for dual goals, develop clean and fair operations,
and attract patient capital.

Why scale?

Why scale?

The pandemic has highlighted that change at scale is

They address societal challenges (as specified in the

needed to tackle societal challenges, such as the global

Sustainable Development Goals) creating value that

health crisis, environmental pollution, climate change,

enables people and the planet to thrive, now and in

and growing economic inequality. These societal

the future.

challenges also present a major entrepreneurial
opportunity for innovation, job creation and economic

Contrary to a deeply rooted belief that it is impossible

development.

to combine social impact and financial sustainability,
impact scale-ups do not have to choose between

Game-changing solutions tend to come from young,

economic and societal goals.

growing, innovative organizations, i.e. scale-ups. They
have attractive business models, have developed
beyond the start-up phase, and are transforming into
fully-fledged enterprises. This transformation from the
start-up to the scale-up phase involves going from
founder to CEO, from team to organization, from first
to recurring revenues, from first product to innovation
pipeline and from just below 10 to above 30 FTE.
Our research indicates that around 10-20% of all scaleups are impact-oriented. Worldwide this amounts

Despite heightened challenges that impact scale-

to about 30.000 impact scale-ups. Impact scale-ups

ups face, such as the increased level of scrutiny for

are built on a foundation that combines the aims for

measuring impact, dual aims of commercial growth

commercial viability with positive societal impact.

and societal impact lead to improved odds of success.
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Our findings show that impact-oriented organizations

societal aims as both are integrated in their impact

in the scale-up phase have a 43% higher chance of

business model.

scaling (growing more than 20% annually in FTE) as
opposed to non-impact oriented organizations in the

Despite the great potential for growing profit and

same phase (see Figure 1).

impact synergistically, a scalable lockstep model is no
guarantee for success. Scale-ups are going through
a major transformation from an informal team to a
well-organized enterprise and from a first product
launch to efficient product delivery at scale. Scaling
requires many success factors: a compelling vision,
a competitive edge, delighted customers, a large
market, a scalable business model, an innovation
pipeline, a clear sales focus, production efficiency,
ongoing R&D, a strong performance culture, and an

Fig. 1: Impact orientation as a success factor for scaling

experienced, entrepreneurial leadership team with a
learning mindset and an appetite for serendipity.

Scaling impact through lockstep
Impact scale-ups grow their impact in a commercially

Scaling impact success factors

viable way: they strive to achieve both sustainable
commercial and social impact goals. In order to

In our previous research (see The Art of Scaling) we

accomplish these dual aims they need to have a strong

have identified 20 scale-up success factors that

scalable lockstep model. A lockstep model means that

increase the chances of scaling the organization. In

the company has created an offer that generates both

the current research we have found that to effectively

economic and social value. For instance, by selling solar

scale their positive societal impact, five of these

panels or building new houses from recycled materials

factors are critical and require special attention and

a company creates a positive environmental impact

redefining. These factors are: 1) competitive impact

and generates revenue with each product it sells.

edge, 2) innovating for impact, 3) fostering a tribe

Companies that have a lockstep model can grow their

aiming for dual goals, 4) clean and fair operations, and

impact by expanding their market and/or by increasing

5) organizing for patient capital.

the positive impact of their product, for instance, by
making solar panels more efficient and affordable or
by working towards 100% circular and zero-emission

1. Competitive impact edge

buildings.
To grow their target market, scale-ups need a
A lockstep model positions impact scale-ups well for

competitive edge, a unique advantage that makes

scaling both impact and profit. Impact scale-ups have

their product distinctive and can’t be easily replicated

a low risk of drifting away from either commercial or

by competitors. This can be a superior technology, a
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unique capability or a privileged relationship with a

calculator: how much water and CO2 both a seller and

partner. Successful impact scale-ups combine their

a buyer of second-hand fashion items can save. This

superior offer with a clear positive social impact.

is a technological development that does not lead to
immediate profit. However, the company hopes that

Superior product. To scale their impact, organizations

proving their impact to the community will help to

need a product that is superior on key buying factors.

scale their future profit. “You should practice what you

Developing such a product requires listening to

preach. If you have a certain philosophy, you need to

customers, understanding their needs, observing user-

live by it”, says Thalita van Ogtrop, the founder of The

product interactions and continuous innovation aimed

Next Closet.

at surprising and delighting customers by exceeding
Valued impact is as much about crafting the story as

their expectations.

about drawing in the right ambassadors who will tell
A company can fail to establish a competitive edge

the story from their own perspective. To make their

if its product is only better for the environment, but

(aspired) impact resonate with their audience, impact

does not provide additional benefits for the users.

scale-ups often use thought or industry leaders as their

For example, Sustainder, a company that produces

ambassadors. “Chefs do not listen to us, they listen to

smart LED lighting for public spaces, had difficulties

other chefs”, explains Olaf van der Veen, co-founder &

convincing municipalities to switch to this more

CEO of Orbisk, a company that develops solutions to

sustainable form of street lighting. The company

reduce food waste in restaurants and hotels. “For us,

solved this problem by improving the maintenance of

architects are important ambassadors”, adds Rickwin

their solution. Contractors who used to drive around

Huisman, the founder of BOOM Builds, a company that

in their cars to fix broken lamps manually can now do

is building homes out of sustainable materials.

maintenance remotely. They monitor everything from
computers in their office and can change cassettes by
drones. The company is now signing more contracts

2. Innovating for impact

with municipalities.
All scale-ups need to launch innovative products to
Valued impact. On top of having an offer that is

grow their market and to stay ahead of competitors.

superior on key buying factors, it needs to bring a

They have a clear product and technology roadmap

positive societal impact that people value. Following

that requires ongoing R&D investment. Scale-ups

your social mission gives you a competitive advantage

invest in constant learning, continuous improvement

by

of their products, services and processes, and master

attracting

like-minded

customers,

strategic

partners and motivated employees. However, as an

the process of R&D and experimentation.

impact scale-up you can be judged more harshly than
competitors when it comes to your impact. Therefore,

For impact scale-ups this innovation journey is two-

it is very important that your impact story remains

sided: they innovate both for profit (by making their

credible. This requires a strong argumentation about

products cheaper and more attractive) and impact

your impact goals and regular impact measurement.

(by making it more effective at tackling societal

For instance, The Next Closet is developing an impact

challenges). Their whole operation is an everyday
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challenge of continuous improvement and innovation

it on the shelf when the market is ready”, adds Thalita

for these dual aims. “About a quarter of our staff is

van Ogtrop, the founder of The Next Closet.

R&D. We are facing the challenge of solving shortterm problems versus long-term innovation. We are
trying to do both and we are doing better every day”,

3. Fostering a tribe aiming for dual goals

explains Tom Mohrmann, the CEO of Protifarm.
Scale-ups develop from a family to a tribe. Open
A lot of impact scale-ups collaborate on innovation

to grow and adapt, yet still closely knit together.

with academic and industrial partners and share

Cohesively working towards big ambitions, while

their knowledge with their business community. For

bringing heterogeneous talent into a culture of

instance, BOOM Builds is learning and innovating

challenging each other from a basis of trust.

through an open-source methodology, because the
company wants their entire business community

Most young talented professionals nowadays want

to learn together with them. Protifarm collaborates

not only to build a successful career, but to make a

in technical partnerships with their suppliers and

difference in the world. This gives impact scale-ups

customers. “We are continuously getting feedback

an advantage in attracting and recruiting employees

from our customers and working together with them

whose values and beliefs are aligned with a company’s

to make improvements”, explains Tom Mohrmann, the

mission and purpose. These employees can enhance

CEO of Protifarm.

the impact standards of the company by pushing
for impact improvements. For instance, formulating

Innovation allows you to be one step ahead of your

their social mission helped eFarmer, a company that

customers, anticipating their future needs. However,

develops applications for precision agriculture, to gain

if you are too far ahead, if your innovation is too

access to young talented IT specialists who want to

disruptive, the market might not be ready for your

change the farming industry.

product yet. Impact scale-us can struggle if they ignore
market development. For example, Land Life Company,

Scaling impact calls for a transformation from a

an impact scale-up that has developed an innovative

close-knit team to an organization. An organization

solution for deforestation, was struggling with sales.

that attracts, socializes and manages people who

The company realized that the market was not yet

can effectively navigate the ever-changing demands

ready for their product. They changed the product

stemming from the dual commercial and impact aims

dramatically and engaged with other organizations to

together. Aligning employees with a company mission

set standards and to adjust their product to the whole

might be challenging if the employees are mainly

value chain.

attracted by the start-up atmosphere and learning
opportunities and treat the company’s sustainability

“You need to be ready with your commercial offering

goals only as a nice extra. On the other hand, when

when the market is ready”, advises Jurriaan Ruys, the

attracting young professionals with a ‘non-profit

CEO of Land Life. This means that sometimes you might

mentality’, who are not commercially oriented, it can

have to keep your innovative plan in the fridge until

also be a challenge to get them on board for decisions

the market is ready. “Follow your intuition and push it

that require impact trade-offs in order to scale.

as far as possible to be nearly finished, so you can have
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Only when the tribe can effectively combine the

You have to focus on the ones that make the biggest

inherent commercial and impact elements of the

difference and to be open about your progress. For

business model will they be able to sustainably scale

instance, Orbisk is developing their product to increase

their impact. Building a sustainable organization

both impact and profit by making their machines

requires the entire team to understand what they are

reusable. Hospitality kitchens are harsh environments.

working towards and why. Some generative tension is

The company is making the outer casing indestructible

expected between commercial and impact goals, but

so that the inner details can be refurbished. It is both

as long as both are consistently represented in decision

more sustainable and cheaper for a client. “Making the

making, the chances of finding those rare sweet spots

most sustainable choices for our product is important

of synergistic results are the highest. Not every team

for us”, explains Olaf van der Veen, the CEO of Orbisk.

member needs to be equally oriented towards both

“This is not easy, but we need to be a leading example.

goals, but the team needs to be on board with the

With every project, we are trying to do better. It’s a

idea of combining them and be open to navigating

marathon, not a sprint”.

the, sometimes painful, tensions between these two
goals.

5. Organizing for fitting capital
4. (C)lean and fair operations

Scaling impact calls for resources and does not happen
overnight. In order to scale impact, management

Scale-ups develop lean operations, pruning the

teams have to organize for capital that supports

product and operational activities of everything that

them in accomplishing their dual goals for impact and

does not impact customer satisfaction, such as not-

profit. Organizing for fitting capital involves three main

needed functionality, waste and stock. It requires

elements: 1) focusing on your dual goals, 2) building

standardizing and automating processes and quick

your case, and 3) ensuring cultural alignment with

training of new employees.

investors.

Impact orientation comes with additional scrutiny

Focus on your goals. Keep your focus on your long-

from stakeholders. Therefore, impact scale-ups need

term goals for impact at scale and profit. Do not get

to build clean and fair operations that lift their offer,

distracted by what funders might find appealing.

e.g., by using fair and sustainable materials, increasing

Specifically, avoid the flip side of free coin. Our data

durability of their products or making it easier to

show that 62% of scale-ups are independent of

refurbish and renovate them in the future. This also

subsidies compared to 36% of stall-ups. In an efficient

includes being selective in choosing business partners,

market for investment capital, enterprises with scale-

such as suppliers and distributors. They have to be

up potential should be able to get growth funding at

not only trusted, reliable and price-competitive, but

competitive terms. Often, subsidies are only provided

also be able to adhere to the same high social and

in case of market failure, which means that that scaling

ecological standards.

will prove difficult.

Of course, there are always a thousand things a

“Getting capital is possible via philanthropy or via the

company can do to make operations cleaner and fairer.

investment market. We go for investment capital.
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We cannot rely on philanthropy, because it is not

Work on your relationships with investors, because the

sustainable”, explains Pablo Van Den Bosch, the

situation is changing quickly for scale-ups, and your

founder of Madaster. “We had a negative experience

agreements also have to evolve. “We now have some

with raising subsidies”, adds Michael Utkin, the CEO

public funding. The main risk is that what you propose

of eFarmer. “It is a waste of time. We were trying to

when you apply for a grant will not be relevant in two

address the specific issues that the subsidy provider

years”, warns Olaf van der Veen, the CEO of Orbisk. “Of

required, we spent a lot of time on that instead of

course, you can deviate from the original plan with

building the product and attracting more customers.

the right motivation, but you need to convince your

As a company we should concentrate on bringing our

funding agency and manage your relationships with it”.

products to customers.”
Build your case. To attract fitting capital, you need to
demonstrate that you are already making an impact

Scaling with impact

and have a realistic plan how to grow both impact and
profit. You can do it by offering a quantified vision of

Working on your competitive impact edge, innovating

both your impact and your profit. “Our growth results

for impact, fostering a tribe aiming for dual goals,

in impact directly, there is no conflict between them.

developing (c)lean and fair operations, and attracting

But our story can be bigger and better. We need to

fitting capital create a strong foundation for any

spend time on quantifying our impact”, argues Olaf

impact scale-up to scale the impact of their lock-step

van der Veen, the CEO of Orbisk.

model.

Develop relationships with the right investors. Find

However, even when you do scale your lock-step

investors who fit your dual goals and build strong

impact successfully, you might realize that your impact

relationships with them. Early investors have a strong

is not enough to create wide and lasting change in

imprinting effect on your organization, so if they

your industry, simply because your impact will remain

even gently push you away from either aims this can

tied to your own, still relatively limited, market share.

have long term effects on your ability to succeed in

Therefore, you might decide to take on an even

both your commercial and impact aims. In addition,

bigger challenge: to become a trailblazer that changes

misfit could lead to reputational damage and deter

the industry. Read about the successful trailblazing

other funders from joining. For instance, the German

strategies in our publication: “Scaling social impact:

company Little Sun had a chance to get funding for

What does it take to be a trailblazer?”

their program in Africa through the US government, but
they refused to participate in the program associated
with the Trump team, because it could damage their
relationships with other funders. “We already have a
strong community of philanthropists and funders, and
we need to be careful whom to take money from”,
explains Nabil Ishak, director of Little Sun Africa.
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How we did our research
This article is part of a series of ScaleUpNation
publications focused on scaling for impact. All
are published under creative commons on the
ScaleUpNation website.
There is no formula for scaling, but we identified what
differentiates those that scale from those that stall.
Learn all about our scaling model: The Art of Scaling.
The research into scaling impact was supported by
Goldschmeding Foundation and included a review of
the academic and practitioner literature, 45 interviews
and 7 reflexive dialogues with impact scale-up leaders
and experts, and database reviews of more than 3,500
organizations in the scale-up phase. The findings of this
research are translated into papers, training programs
and due diligence tools.
This paper is written by Liselore Havermans, Anna
Fenko, Afroditi Terzi, and Menno van Dijk.

THNK, McKinsey, New Venture, Eneco, Provincie Noord-Holland, Erasmus Centre,
Startup Amsterdam, Ministry of Economics, Gemeente Amsterdam, Chrysalix, NL Groeit
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